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Abstract

In general, for movements to visual targets, response times increase with the number of possible response choices. However, this rule
only seems to hold when an incompatibility exists between the stimulus and response, and is absent when stimulus and response are

Ž . Ž .highly compatible e.g., when reaching toward the location of the stimulus . Stimulus–response S–R compatibility can be manipulated
either at the level of stimulus and response characteristics, or at the level of the mapping between elements of the stimulus and response
sets. The current study was undertaken to determine the extent of the interaction between choice and each of these two levels of S–R
compatibility. Subjects used a joystick to move a cursor in response to two, four or eight possible cues, with S–R compatibility

Ž .manipulated along two dimensions type of stimulus, and mapping between stimulus and response sets in separate blocks of trials.
Choice effects were absent when S–R relationships were highly compatible, moderate when incompatible in either of the two dimensions,
and greatest when incompatible in both dimensions. These results indicate that choice affects response selection at each stage in the
decoding of S–R relationships. Similar but smaller effects were seen for trials in which the stimulus was the same as that presented in the
immediately preceding trial, suggesting that repeated stimulus–response transformations are faster and more efficient due to the priming
effects of previous trials. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A number of factors affect the time required to begin a
movement in response to a stimulus. One of these is the
compatibility between the triggering stimulus and the ap-

w xpropriate motor response 7,14 . Thus, a reaching move-
ment will have a relatively fast response time if it is made
toward the spatial location of a suddenly appearing target.
On the other hand, the initiation of a similar movement
will take longer when the color rather than the position of
the stimulus indicates the appropriate direction of move-
ment. This effect is not due to any particular characteristic
of either the stimulus or the response, but is instead due to

Ž .the degree of stimulus–response S–R compatibility in-
w xherent in a given task 6 . As demonstrated by Fitts and

w xDeininger 6 , the degree of S–R compatibility characteriz-
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ing a task can be affected at two separate conceptual
levels. First, S–R compatibility depends on the congruence
of the stimulus and response characteristics; this level of
S–R compatibility has been described by Kornblum et al.
w x14 as the ‘dimensional overlap’ of the S–R pair. Thus,

Žsome S–R combinations e.g., spatial stimulusrspatial re-
.sponse: ‘press the button that illuminates’ are more com-

Žpatible than others e.g., symbolic stimulusrspatial re-
sponse: ‘press the right button if a central stimulus is red,

.the left if green’ . Second, S–R compatibility depends on
the congruence of the mapping between the elements of
the stimulus and response sets. For example, a task having

Žcongruent stimulus and response characteristics e.g., both
.spatial can have an incompatible mapping between the

Žstimulus and response sets e.g., ‘press the left button
.when the right one illuminates, and vice versa’ .

A second factor known to affect response time is uncer-
tainty. With larger sets of possible S–R pairs, each indi-
vidual stimulus becomes less likely to be presented and
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w xresponse times increase correspondingly 11,12 . This sug-
gests that the appropriate response to a given stimulus
must be determined by a search of the set of alternatives,
with longer searches necessary for larger S–R sets
w x14,19,21 . However, the effects of choice number and
S–R compatibility are not independent. Instead, they show
a strong interaction, with little or no effect of choice when
stimulus and response are highly compatible
w x1,4,5,8,15,17 . From this observation, some investigators
have suggested that under conditions of a high degree of
S–R compatibility, no search of the response set is re-
quired because the appropriate response is either automati-

w xcally activated by the stimulus 14,19,21 or can be deter-
w xmined by the implementation of a simple rule 10 .

w xAs Sternberg 20 has demonstrated, an examination of
the behavioral effects of various task parameters can pro-
vide important information about the relative processing
stages affected by each parameter. The current investiga-
tion was undertaken to further characterize the relationship
between choice and S–R compatibility in this manner. In
particular, we sought to determine if the interaction be-
tween choice and S–R compatibility acts at the level of the
congruence between stimulus and response characteristics,
the mapping between stimulus and response sets, or both.
Subjects were required to make a movement toward a
spatial goal under conditions that were varied, in blocks of
trials, along three dimensions. In the ‘choice’ dimension,
the number of possible targets was two, four or eight. In

the ‘cue’ dimension, the stimulus was either a spatial cue
directly indicating a location or a symbolic cue indicating
the compass direction of the appropriate movement. In the
‘mapping’ dimension, the movement was to be directed
either toward the indicated location or direction, or rotated

( )908 counter-clockwise ccw . Given the variations along
the cue and mapping dimensions, the task can be described
as having three levels of S–R compatibility: high
Ž . Žspatialrtoward , intermediate symbolicrtoward and spa-

. Ž .tialrccw and low symbolicrccw .

2. Materials and methods

ŽEight right-handed healthy subjects four men, four
.women; mean age 27.75"9.7 years agreed to participate

in the study approved by the University of Minnesota
Institutional Review Board, and signed informed consent
forms. Subjects used a joystick to control the position of a
cursor on a computer screen. In the most basic type of trial
Ž .spatialrtowardreight-choice, see below , the monitor dis-

Ž .played a central circle 6-mm radius surrounded by a
Ž .larger outer circle 60-mm radius on which eight target

Ž .positions were indicated by annuli 9-mm radius posi-
Ž .tioned at 458 intervals Fig. 1 . To begin each trial, the

subject moved the cursor into the central circle. After a
delay of 500 ms, a filled circle replaced one of the target
annuli. Subjects were required to move the cursor quickly

Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. A Schematic demonstrating the task variations in cue spatial or symbolic and mapping toward or ccw . Small circles represent possible target
locations; filled circles and abbreviated compass directions depict the cue in the spatial and symbolic conditions, respectively; arrows represent the

Ž .movement of the cursor for a correct response in the depicted trials. B Schematic demonstrating the two, four and eight-choice symbolicrccw conditions.
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Žand accurately in the direction of the target i.e., with an
.angular error of less than 22.58 and with a minimum

amplitude equal to the radius of the outer circle. Trials of a
particular type were run in blocks, with subjects perform-
ing as many self-paced trials as necessary to achieve 40
correct responses. In addition to this most basic type of
trial, subjects also performed 11 variations that differed
along three dimensions, as follows.

Ž .In the first of these dimensions cue, Fig. 1A , the
instruction to move was either spatial or symbolic. As
described above, spatial cues were filled circles appearing
in the position of one of the target annuli. Symbolic cues
were letter strings that indicated a compass direction, with
N, S, E and W indicating directions up, down, right and

Ž .left, respectively, and combinations of those e.g., NW
indicating intermediate directions. These symbolic cues
were presented at the center of the screen. Once presented,
both spatial and symbolic cues remained visible until the
end of the trial.

Ž .In the second dimension mapping, Fig. 1A , the sub-
jects moved either toward the appropriate target, or in a
direction rotated 908 counter-clockwise.

Ž .In the third dimension choice, Fig. 1B , the number of
possible target locations could be two, four or eight. In

Ž .each block of eight-choice trials as described above , the
outer circle contained eight annuli corresponding to the
eight possible target locations. In each block of four-choice
trials, the outer circle contained four possible targets and

Ž .four small non-target markers 2-mm radius . Within a
block, the same four possible targets were used, with their

Ž .positions pseudo-randomly chosen between blocks to
Žensure angular distances of 458, 1358 and 2258 or y458,

.y1358 and y2258 with respect to the first target chosen.
This placement ensured maximum angular distances be-
tween targets while minimizing the chances of placement
on opposite poles. In each block of two-choice trials, the
outer circle contained two possible targets and six non-
target markers. The positions of the two possible targets

Ž .were pseudo-randomly chosen between blocks to ensure
an angular distance of 1358.

Subjects performed 12 blocks of trials in random order,
Žcorresponding to the 12 combinations of choice two, four,

. Ž . Žor eight , cue spatial or symbolic , and mapping toward
.or ccw . Before each block, subjects were verbally in-

structed as to the type of task that would follow, and short
practice blocks were provided to ensure that the subjects
understood the requirements. In each practice block, sub-
jects performed as many trials as necessary to achieve 16
correct responses, which were defined as having an angu-
lar error of less than 22.58. Throughout the experiment,
subjects were provided feedback concerning response ac-

Žcuracy in the form of a short tone high pitch for correct
.response, low for incorrect at the end of each trial.

For each correct response, response time was defined as
the duration between cue onset and the time at which the
cursor departed the central circle. A reciprocal transforma-

Ž .tion 1rresponse time was used to normalize variability
before statistical comparisons were made using a repeated
measures ANOVA.

3. Results

Fig. 2 shows the overall pattern of response times for
the 12 combinations of choice, cue and mapping. All main
effects were significant, with longer response times associ-

Ž . Žated with symbolic cues P-0.0001 , ccw mapping P-
. Ž .0.0001 , and higher degrees of choice P-0.0001 . Fur-

Žthermore, all interactions were significant cue=choice:
P - 0.0005; mapping = choice: P - 0.0005; cue =

.mapping: P-0.0001; cue=mapping=choice: P-0.05 .
Ž .Notably, the effect of choice on response time Fig. 2 was

greater when combined with the symbolic cue or the ccw
response, and was still greater when combined with both.

To determine if the effects of cue, choice and mapping
were susceptible to learning effects, we separated two
subgroups from each block of trials: the first 10 correct

Žtrials i.e., those trials with the fewest number of preceding
.trials that might provide learning effects , and the last 10

Ž .i.e., those with the greatest number of preceding trials .
Response times were then reexamined, including ‘learn-
ing’ as a within-subject factor. In addition to the signifi-
cant main effects and interactions described above, a main

Ž .effect of learning P-0.0001 was noted, with shorter
Žresponse times in the final 10 trials 669"56 ms, com-

.pared to 741"64 ms in the first 10 trials . A significant
Ž .mapping= learning interaction P-0.05 was also pre-

sent, due to a decrease in the magnitude of the mapping
weffect in the later trials i.e., in the first 10 trials, response

Ž .times in the direct conditions 495"35 ms were 496 ms
Ž .faster than in the ccw conditions 991"114 ms ; in the

final 10 trials, response times in the direct conditions
Ž .495"47 ms were only 351 ms faster than in the ccw

Ž .xconditions 846"96 ms . However, the main effect of

Ž .Fig. 2. Response times mean"S.E.M. for each of the 12 combinations
Ž . Ž . Ž .of cue spatialrsymbolic , mapping towardrccw , and choice 2r4r8 .
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Ž .mapping was still significant P-0.0001 even when the
analysis was restricted to the final 10 trials from each
block.

Because of the random order of target presentation, the
same spatial or symbolic cues were often repeated in two
or more subsequent trials. The probability of repeated cues
necessarily differed with the degree of choice in a given

Žblock 50% in two-choice blocks, 25% in four-choice
.blocks, and 12.5% in eight-choice blocks . Because the

effects of choice have been shown to be somewhat smaller
Žfor repeated trials than for non-repeated trials see Ref.

w x .13 for a review , we divided our data into repeated and
Ž .non-repeated trials Fig. 3 and reanalyzed the response

times by including ‘repetition’ as a within-subject factor.
Ž . Ž .As before, cue P-0.0001 , mapping P-0.0001 and

Ž .choice P-0.0001 were significant main effects, and
Ž . Žcue = choice P - 0.0001 , mapping = choice P -

. Ž .0.0001 , cue=mapping P-0.0001 and cue=mapping
Ž .=choice P-0.001 were significant interactions. As can

be seen in Fig. 3, there was also a main effect of repetition

Ž . ŽFig. 3. Response times mean"S.E.M. for repeated trials i.e., those
.trials preceded by trials with an identical cue; lower plot and non-re-

Ž .peated trials upper plot .

Ž .P-0.0001 , with shorter response times on repeated
Žtrials. The effects of mapping mapping= repetition: P-

. Ž .0.01 and choice choice= repetition: P-0.01 were also
Žsmaller on repeated trials than on non-repeated trials. The

effect of cue was smaller on repeated trials, but did not
.reach significance; cue= repetition: Ps0.0555 How-

Ž . Žever, main effects of cue P-0.0001 , mapping P-
. Ž .0.0001 and choice P-0.0001 and their respective inter-
Žactions cue=choice: P-0.005; mapping=choice: P-

0.01; cue = mapping: P - 0.0001; cue = mapping =
.choice: P-0.05 were significant even when the results

from repeated trials were analyzed in isolation.

4. Discussion

Given the results of several previous investigations, it
was not surprising to find significant increases in response

w xtime associated with S–R incompatibilities 6,7,14 , or
w xwith an increasing number of choices 11,12 . However,

the manner in which these effects interact had not been
fully described. Although it has been shown that the effect
of choice is obvious only in conjunction with S–R incom-

w xpatibility 1,17 , it was not known whether the effect is
dependent on an incongruence between stimulus and re-
sponse characteristics, or on an incompatible mapping
between the elements of the stimulus and response sets.
Our findings clearly show that the effect of choice is
dependent on either dimension of compatibility, and is
greatest when the task is incompatible in both dimensions.

The effects of choice are consistent with the hypothesis
that, in cases of a low degree of S–R compatibility, the
appropriate response must be determined by a list-scanning

w xsearch of the set of alternatives 10,14,19,21 . Furthermore,
the duration of the search is increased when the S–R pair
is incompatible in two dimensions. In the symbolicrccw
tasks, it is reasonable to assume that the subjects first
determined the direction indicated by the symbolic cue,
and only then determined the appropriate response dictated
by the ccw instruction. In this way, two transformations
must be conducted, increasing the response time corre-
spondingly. According to Sternberg’s additive-factor

w xmethod 20 , one can assess some of the properties of the
sensorimotor processing stages involved in a task by exam-
ining the behavioral effects of various task parameters. The
three-way interaction of cue, mapping and choice indicates
that there exists at least one stage of processing that is
affected by all three dimensions. It is reasonable to assume
that this is associated with a corresponding modulation of
neural activity in one or more anatomic regions in the
brain. Imaging investigations of the underlying neural
bases for these S–R compatibility and choice effects are

w xongoing in this laboratory 2,3 .
The effects of choice size were significant for each

variation in S–R compatibility, but the effects in the
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spatialrccw tasks seemed somewhat inconsistent. Al-
though there was an increase in response time between the
spatialrccwrtwo-choice and four-choice conditions, there
was no corresponding increase between the four-choice
and eight-choice conditions. Although this could be at-
tributed to mere statistical artifact, a possible explanation
can also be offered in relation to the list-rule model of

w xS–R compatibility 10 . The ccw rotation requirement
introduces a S–R incompatibility that can be resolved in
one of two ways: Either the appropriate S–R relationships
can be memorized and accessed via memory-list scanning
Žwith the corresponding response time dependent on the

.number of choices , or they can be determined by a rule
involving the mental rotation of a vector 908 ccw from the

Žindicated direction with the response time independent of
. w xthe number of choices . Previous studies 9,16,18 of motor

mental rotation have shown that response times increase
linearly with the size of the required rotation angle. An
interpolation of the data from Georgopoulos and Massey
w x9 suggests that, on average, the response times should be
approximately 370 ms longer for a movement rotated 908

than for one aimed directly at the stimulus. However,
depending on the number of alternative choices, it may be
more efficient for the brain to use either a list scanning or
mental rotation strategy. The response times of the spa-
tialrccwrfour-choice and spatialrccwreight-choice con-
ditions are consistent with a mental rotation having a
duration approximately equal to that interpolated from the

w xresults of Georgopoulos and Massey 9 . In contrast, the
shorter response time of the spatialrccwrtwo-choice con-
dition indicates that a list-scanning strategy is used in lieu
of mental rotation. As further evidence of this, an analysis
of the errors made in the spatialrccwrtwo-choice condi-
tion found that 87.5% of the incorrect responses were
directed to the response location appropriate for the other
possible target, as would be expected if the errors were the
result of an inaccurate list-scanning strategy. Only 12.5%
of errors were in a direction that might be construed as the
result of an inaccurate mental rotation. Thus, subjects seem
capable of selecting either a list-scanning or rule-based
Ž .e.g., mental rotation strategy depending on the number of
possible S–R pairs. Although a list-scanning approach may
be more efficient than a rule-based approach for a task
having only a few possible S–R pairs, it may be over-
whelmed by higher degrees of choice. The threshold at
which a rule-based strategy becomes more efficient seems
to be task-dependent, as suggested by the observation that
the response times in the symbolicrccw conditions are

Žaffected by choice size and are therefore based on a
.list-scanning strategy to at least the eight-choice condition

and perhaps beyond. Indeed, some variations of S–R
Ž .compatibility e.g., random mapping between S–R pairs

preclude the use of a rule-based strategy altogether.
Although overall performance improved with practice,

Žthe effects of choice, mapping and cue and their interac-
.tions were significant even in the final 10 trials of each

block. In fact, only the magnitude of the mapping effect
changed at all during a block of trials. Although this effect
was still present after 40 trials, it is not known whether the
performance of additional trials would have eliminated the
mapping effect completely. Examined from a different
viewpoint, one can conclude that learning had a large

Žeffect in the ccw conditions i.e., a mean reduction in
response time of 145 ms between the first and last 10

.trials and no effect in the direct conditions. This finding,
Ž .in conjunction with evidence see above that the ccw

rotation can be performed with either a rule- or list-based
strategy, lead us to speculate that practice in the ccw
conditions provides the opportunity for subjects to reinter-
pret an initially rule-based ccw rotation task to one that is
based on a list-scanning strategy.

Ž w xConsistent with previous findings see Ref. 13 for a
.review , the overall pattern of response times was very

similar for repeated and non-repeated trials, with each type
of trial showing main effects of cue, mapping and choice,
as well as their respective interactions. From this, we can
infer that the transformations necessary to convert a given
sensory cue into the appropriate motor response must
occur even if identical transformations occurred in the
previous trial. However, the response times were signifi-
cantly smaller in the repeated trials, indicating that the
sensorimotor transformations of the previous trials might
prime subsequent identical computations, increasing their
speed and efficiency.
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